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Abstract
Although computationaly neglegdible in other domains, the hashing of states can become one
of the most expensive operations in software model checking. The reason lies in the potentially
large state descriptions that programs expose. In this paper we introduce incremental hashing on
large, dynamically changing state vectors that naturally arise during the veriﬁcation of software in
program model checkers. We exploit the fact that only small portions of the state description are
changed by a single transition. Based on the changes in the predecessor state, the new state and
its hash value can be computed eﬃciently.
Keywords: model checking, state space search, hashing
1 Introduction
Hashing is essential in state space search to avoid redundant work. In many
domains, such as model checking of concurrent software systems [2] the set
of generated states exhibits a large number of duplicates. The use of a hash
table provides an eﬃcient way to detect duplicate states and thus pruning
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large parts of the search tree. On the other hand, hashing can become the
bottleneck of exploration, if the respective domain exhibits a particularly large
state description. For instance, this is the case for the new generation of
software model checkers like the Java bytecode model checker JPF [23].
In contrast to the classical approaches, JPF does not rely on an abstract
model. Instead, it tailors a model checking algorithm to a virtual machine
capable of executing the compiled code of the programming language. By
using an unabstracted state representation, a model checker eliminates the
possibility of missing errors, whose cause is hidden by the abstraction. In
other words abstraction hides behaviour. Moreover, the user will not waste
time investigating errors that are not present but reported as such due to
abstraction. Clearly, a drawback of unabstracted software model checking lies
in potentially large state descriptions, as they have to store the contents of all
currently allocated memory blocks.
It is a general observation, that most instructions (transitions) of a pro-
gram change only a small portion of the state. Model checkers exploit this
knowledge by an incremental storing of newly generated states. This is done
by collapse compression [15] or by storing backward references to components
of predecessor states [16].
Considering the eﬀorts spent on incremental memorization of states, little
attention is given to the eﬃcient computation of hash codes. If the size of
the state description becomes large, hashing can considerably slow down the
exploration. As a compromise, the hash function may only consider a subset
of all state components and risk an increased number of hash collisions. This
may be acceptable if the full state is stored in the hash table. In the worst case,
there can be a large set of generated states with the same hash value and the
comparison with newly generated states can make the exploration even slower
than using a full hash function. More critical is the case when compacting
hash functions such as bitstate hashing [10] and hash compaction [24,22] are
used. Their use requires that the underlying function produces a minimum of
hash collisions, since each collision can result in an unexplored subtree that
may contain the error state. To minimize the number of collisions, the hash
function must consider all components of the state description.
Incremental hash functions provide both: fast computation over large state
descriptions and a good distribution over the set of possible hash value. Pre-
vious work s [6] considers static state descriptions involving a single vector of
constant size. This makes the approach applicable for AI exploration prob-
lems, such as puzzle solving, constraint satisfaction, and action planning. In
this paper, our intention is to make the method applicable to dynamic state
descriptions in software model checking. Due to very large state spaces, it
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is appropriate to use variations of depth-ﬁrst search, like iterated depth-ﬁrst
and IDA* [13] to reach greater search depths. Incremental hashing is espe-
cially eﬀective for this mode, as we only need to memorize a global hash value
for the currently visited state. That value is updated according to the state
transitions and backtracking steps taken by the search algorithm.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we introduce to
program model checking and in particular to the ﬁeld of assembly-level soft-
ware model checking in the context of c++ programs. We introduce the model
checker StEAM, which uses a virtual machine to check c++ programs on the
object code level. After this, we study incremental hashing of static state
vectors.Then, we address how incremental hashing can be applied on certain
types of structures and discuss the expected runtime compared to the non-
incremental case. Next, we carry over the insights to hashing structured state
vectors. We provide experimental evidence for the eﬀectiveness of our meth-
ods in our model checker StEAM. Finally, we consider related work and draw
conclusions.
2 Program Model Checking
An important application of automated veriﬁcation - such as model checking
lies in the in the inspection of programs, as they can help to detect subtle
bugs in safety-critical programs.
Abstraction
Earlier approaches to program model checking [8] rely on abstract models
which were either constructed manually or generated from the source code of
the investigated program. As a drawback the program model may abstract-
away errors, or report errors that are not present in the actual program.
Model Checking Machine Code
The new generation of program model checkers build on architectures capa-
ble of interpreting compiled code to avoid the construction of abstract models.
The used architectures include virtual machines [23,16] and debuggers [18].
StEAM
The c++ program model checker StEAM [17] represents one of the newer
tools from the above area. Based on a virtual processor, called the Internet
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Fig. 1. A state in StEAM .
C Virtual Machine (ICVM) 3 the tool performs a search on machine-code
compiled from a c++ source.
The current version of ICVM, is already capable of running complex pro-
grams at a high speed, including the commercial game DOOM. The package
includes a compiler, which translates conventional c/c++ code into the ma-
chine code of ICVM. The compiled code is stored in ELF format, the common
object ﬁle format for Linux binaries.
For StEAM, the virtual machine was extended with multi-threading, which
makes it also possible to also model check concurrent c++ programs.
StEAM oﬀers new possibilities for model checking software. In the design
phase we can check, whether our speciﬁcation satisﬁes the required properties
or not. Rather than using a model written in the input language of a model
checker like SPIN [9], the developers can provide a test implementation written
in the same programming language as the end product.
Due to the underlying concept, there are in principle no syntactic or se-
mantic restrictions to the programs that can be checked by StEAM, as long
as they are valid c/c++ programs.
Figure 1 reﬂects the components of a state in StEAM. A state in StEAM is
essentially composed of the stack contents and machine registers of the running
threads, the data- and bss-sections, and the lock- and memory-pool. The
3 ICVM is publicly available as open source at ivm.sourceforge.net
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data- and bss-sections contain the program’s global variables, while the lock-
and memory-pool store the set of locked resources and the set of dynamically
allocated memory regions.
The description in ﬁgure 1 looks quite large and one may conclude, that
model checking machine code is infeasible due to the memory required to
store the visited states. In practice however, most states of a program diﬀer
only slightly from their immediate predecessors. For newly generated states,
memory is only allocated for changed components. For unchanged compo-
nents, StEAM simply stores a pointer to the content of that component in
the predecessor state [16]. This makes it possible to explore large parts of the
programs state space, before running out of memory.
The real problem that arises from the state size lies in the eﬀort that must
be spent for hashing. In fact, it turns out to be the most expensive part of the
exploration and the number of generated states per second increases dramat-
ically, if we skip the computation of hash codes. However, the exploration of
concurrent programs exhibits a large amount of duplicate states, which makes
hashing essential. The goal of this paper is to devise an incremental hashing
scheme, i.e. one that allows quick computation of a state’s hash code based
on the changes that were made by the corresponding transition,
3 Hashing Static State Vectors
For clarity, we will ﬁrst discuss incremental hashing of state vectors with a
constant size. Afterwards, we extend the method to dynamic state description
like those of StEAM.
The hash computation proposed in this paper is based on an extended
version of the algorithm of Rabin and Karp [11]. Here, a hash computation
is used to speed-up the search for the index position(s) of a pattern string
P ∈ Σk within a text string S = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ Σn, for k < n.
First the hash code h(P ) is computed. In the i-th iteration, the algorithm
checks, if Si = (si, . . . , si+k−1) is equal to P by testing whether h(si, . . . , si+k−1)
equals h(P ). Only then, a character-by-character comparison of S and P is
performed. If no match is found, then in the next iteration h(P ) is compared
to h(Si+1) = h(si+1, . . . , si+k). The hash value
∑i+k
j=i si|Σ|j mod q of Si+1 can
be incrementally computed in constant time as
h(Si+1) = (h(Si)− si · |Σ|k−1) · |Σ|+ si+k mod q.
The approach relates to recursive hashing [3]. Recursive hash functions
consist of a recursive function H and an address function A so that h(S) =
A(H(S)). The idea of linear recursion is that the contribution of one symbol
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to the hash value is independent of the contribution of the others. Let T be
a mapping from Σ to R, where R is a ring, r ∈ R. Similar to the algorithm
of Rabin and Karp we compute the value H of string Si = (si, . . . , si+k) as
H(S0) =
∑k−1
j=0 T (sj) and
H(Si) = rH(Si−1) + T (si+k−1)− rnT (si−1)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Rearranging the term, we have H(Sj) =
∑k−1
i=0 r
k−i+jT (si+j).
The prime-division method takes R = Z and assigns h(Si) = H(Si) mod q.
Here q is chosen as a suitable prime to obtain a good distribution. For faster
computation the two-power division method can be an option. The computa-
tion ignores higher order bits, such that the hash address can be computed by
word-level bit-operations.
As a compromise between the bad distribution of two-power division and
the bad run time behavior of the prime-division method is polynomial hashing.
One can choose ring R = GF (2)[x]/(xw − 1), where the GF (2) is the Galois-
ﬁeld of characteristic 2. The ﬁnite ﬁeld GF (2) consists of elements 0 and 1
which satisfy the following addition 0+0 = 0, 0+1 = 1, 1+0 = 1, and 1+1 = 0,
and multiplication 0× 0 = 0, 0× 1 = 0, 1× 0 = 0, and 1× 1 = 1. GF (2)[x]
is the polynomial ring with coeﬃcients in GF (2) over [x]. A polynomial is
represented as a tuple of coeﬃcients. A multiplication with x is a cyclic bit
shift, since xw−1 is equal to the zero-polynomial so that for q(x) =∑w−1i=0 qixi
in R we compute
xq(x) =
w−1∑
i=0
qix
i+1 ≡ qw−1 +
w−2∑
i=0
qix
i+1
Instead of GF (2)[x]/(xw + 1) one may choose ring GF (2)[x]/p(x) with
p(x) = xw +
∑w−1
i=0 pix
i being an arbitrary polynomial. In GF (2)[x]/p(x) we
have p(x) ≡ 0 and for q =∑w−1i=0 qixi we have
xq(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩
∑w−1
i=1 qi−1x
i, if qw−1 = 0
p0 +
∑w−1
i=1 (qi−1 + pi)x
i, if qw−1 = 1
Although some model checkers like SPIN support recursive and polynomial
hashing, they still process the entire state vector and are not truly incremental.
In static incremental hashing [6], we regard state vectors as strings over
the alphabet Σ{0, . . . , l−1}. This notational simpliﬁcation is not a restriction,
since the approach naturally generalizes to vectors v = (v1, . . . , vk) with vi ∈
Di, |Di| < ∞, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Moreover, for practical software model checking
we might expect the state vector to be present in form of a byte array.
We refer to a vector with ﬁxed length as static. A static vector may for
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example represent the data which stores the values of global program variables.
In the simplest case, only the value of one component is changed. This will
be very common in software model checking, since a single statement like
the variable assignment var :=< expression > only changes the content of
the memory cell associated to var. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , k} be the position of the
changed component. Consider a state vector v = (v1, . . . , vn). Analogous to
the algorithm of Rabin and Karp, we deﬁne the hash-value of v as:
h(v) =
n∑
j=1
vj · |Σ|j mod q(1)
Furthermore, consider a successor v′ = (v1, . . . , v′i, . . . , vn) of v. We can
incrementally calculate the hash value h(v′) from h(v) in constant time:
h(v′)=
k∑
j=1
vj · |Σ|j − vi · |Σ|i + v′i · |Σ|i mod q
=h(v)− vi · |Σ|i + v′i · |Σ|i mod q.
We can generalize the above to the case, where a state transition changes
the value of more than one component. For instance, this occurs if several
instructions are declared to form an atomic region. Atomic regions are often
used in concurrent programs to prevent a thread switch in critical sections of
the code. Let I(v, v′) = {i | vi = v′i} be the set of modiﬁed indices, then
h(v′)=
n∑
i=1
vi · |Σ|i −
∑
i∈I(v,v′)
vi · |Σ|i +
∑
i∈I(v,v′)
v′i · |Σ|i mod q
=h(v)−
∑
i∈I(v,v′)
vi · |Σ|i +
∑
i∈I(v,v′)
v′i · |Σ|i mod q.
Choosing q as a prime is known to provide a good distribution over the set of
possible hash codes [12]. This property is also exploited by e.g. the Lehmer-
generator [14] to generate pseudo-random numbers.
Theorem 3.1 Computing the hash value of v′ given the one for v is available
in time
• O(|I(v, v′)|); using O(k) extra space, where I(v, v′) is the set of indices that
change
• O(1); using O((k · |Σ|)Imax) extra space, where Imax = max(v,v′) |I(v, v′)|.
Proof: In the ﬁrst case, we store |Σ|i mod q for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In the second
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case, we precompute ∑
j∈I(v,v′)
−vj|Σ|j + v′j|Σ|j mod q
for all possible transitions (v, v′), of which there are at most
(
k
Imax
) · |Σ|Imax =
O((k · |Σ|)Imax) diﬀerent ones.
3.1 Distribution
A good hash function should minimize the number of address collisions. Given
a hash table of size m and the sequence k1, . . . , kn of keys to be inserted, we
can deﬁne Xij = 1, ifh(ki) = h(kj), and 0, otherwise. Then X =
∑
i<j Xij
is the sum of collisions. Assuming a random hash function with uniform
distribution, we have
E(X) = E
(∑
i<j
Xij
)
=
∑
i<j
E(Xij) =
∑
i<j
1
m
=
(
n
2
)
· 1
m
.
We empirically tested the distribution of incremental hashing on a vector
of size 100 and compared the results to randomly generated numbers with
m = 10000019 (the smallest prime greater than 10000000) and n = 1000000.
For randomly generated numbers, we got 48,407 collisions, while incremental
hashing gave 50,304, an insigniﬁcant increase.
4 Hashing Dynamic State Vectors
In the previous section, we devised an incremental hashing scheme for static
state vectors. This is not directly applicable for program model checkers, as
they operate on dynamic and structured states. Dynamic means, that the size
of a vector may change. For example, a program can dynamically allocate
new memory regions. Structured means, that the state is separated in several
subvectors rather than a single big vector. In StEAM for example, the stacks,
machines, variable sections and the lock/memory pools constitute subvectors
which together form a global state vector. In the following, we extend the
incremental hashing scheme from the last section to be applicable for dynamic
and distributed states.
For dynamic vectors, components may be inserted at arbitrary positions.
We will regard dynamic vectors as the equivalent of strings over an alpha-
bet Σ. In the following, for two vectors a and b, a, b denotes the concatenation
of a and b. For example, for a = (0, 8) and b = (15), we deﬁne a, b = (0, 8, 15).
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We deﬁne four general lemmas for the hash function h described by Equa-
tion 1 in the previous section. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 relate to the insertion-,
lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 to the deletion of components. Afterwards, we apply the
lemmas to diﬀerent types of data structures, such as stacks and queues. We
use |a| to denote the size of a vector a.
Lemma 4.1 For all a, b, c ∈ Σ∗ we have h(a, b, c) = h(a, c) − h(c) · |Σ||a| +
h(b) · |Σ||a| + h(c) · |Σ||a|+|b| mod q.
Proof:
h(a, c)=
|a|∑
i=1
ai · |Σ|i +
|c|∑
i=1
ci · |Σ|i+|a| mod q = h(a) + h(c) · |Σ||a| mod q.
Analogously, we infer the following result.
Lemma 4.2 For all a, b, c ∈ Σ∗ we have h(a, b, c) = (h(a, c)− h(a)) · |Σ||b| +
h(a) + h(b) · |Σ||a| mod q.
Next, we need to address the removal of components from the vector.
Lemma 4.3 and 4.4 show a way to incrementally compute the hash value of
the resulting vector.
Lemma 4.3 For all a, b, c ∈ Σ∗ we have h(a, c) = h(a, b, c)− h(b, c) · |Σ||a| +
h(c)/|Σ||b| mod q.
Lemma 4.4 For all a, b, c ∈ Σ∗ we have h(a, c) = (h(a, b, c)−h(a, b))/|Σ||b|+
h(a)mod q.
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 require the multiplicative inverse of |Σ||b| modulo q.
As exploration algorithms often vary the size of their hash table and hence the
value of q, the computation of the multiplicative inverse must be performed on
run time in an eﬃcient way. This can be achieved using an extended version
of the Euclidean Algorithm [21] for calculating the greatest common divisor
(gcd) of two natural numbers a and b for a > b. It computes (d, x, y), where
d is the greatest common divisor of a and b, and d = ax+ by.
It is a known fact [21], that (Z∗q, ·mod q) forms a group if and only if Z∗q =
{a ∈ {1, . . . , q − 1} | gcd(a, q) = 1}. If q is a prime, the latter holds for
Z
∗
q = {1, . . . , q − 1}. Hence, by calculating ExtendedEuclid(a, q), we get a
triple (d, x, y), with d = gcd(a, q) = 1 = ax + qy. This implies axmod q = 1,
which means that x is the multiplicative inverse of a.
4.1 Stacks and Queues
If the dynamic vector represents a stack- or queue-structure, components are
added or removed only at the beginning and the end. For all possible cases,
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the resulting hash address can be computed incrementally in constant time:
h(v1, . . . , vn, vn+1)=h(v) + vn+1 · |Σ|n+1 mod q
h(v1, . . . , vn−1)=h(v)− vn · |Σ|n mod q
h(v0, . . . , vn)= v0 · |Σ|+ (h(v) · |Σ|)mod q
h(v2, . . . , vn)=
h(v)− v1 · |Σ|
|Σ| mod q =
h(v)
|Σ| − v1 mod q
The ﬁrst and second equation refer to insertions and deletions at the end of
the vector. The third and fourth equation, address the insertions and deletions
at the beginning.
4.2 Component Insertion and Removal
If components can be inserted or deleted at an arbitrary position of the vector,
a constant-time computation of the hash code is no longer possible. Let the
i-th preﬁx pi and the i-th suﬃx si of a hash code on a vector v = (v1, . . . , vn)
be deﬁned as pi(v) =
∑i
j=1 vj|Σ|j mod q and si(v) =
∑n
j=i vj|Σ|j mod q.
For insertion of a (single) component, we have two alternatives by either
computing the preﬁx or suﬃx up to the respective position in the vector
(Lemma applied in brackets):
h(v1, .., vi, w, vi+1, . . . , vn)
(4.1)
= h(v)− si(v) + w · |Σ|i+1 + si(v) · |Σ|mod q
h(v1, .., vi, w, vi+1, . . . , vn)
(4.2)
= (h(v)− pi(v)) · |Σ|+ w · |Σ|i+1 + pi(v)mod q
Analogously, for the removal of a component we have two alternatives:
h(v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vn)
(4.3)
= h(v)− si+1(v)− vi · |Σ|i + si+1(v)|Σ| mod q
h(v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vn)
(4.4)
=
h(v)− pi−1(v)− vi · |Σ|i
|Σ| + pi−1(v)mod q
Clearly, the proposed method will not change the asymptotic runtime of O(n)
compared to the non-incremental hashing. However, we need to access only
min{i, n − i + 1} components, which means n/2 components in the worst
case.
4.3 Combined Operations
So far we have only discussed the cases, where either an arbitrary number
of components change their value or a single element is being inserted or
removed. For completeness, we want to cover also those cases where an arbi-
trary number of value changes as well as insertions/deletions are applied to
the state vector. One solution is to apply the given incremental hash compu-
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tations consecutively for each set of value changes and each insertion/removal
of a component. However, we know that for the removal of one component
in a dynamic vector, we must already access n/2 components in the worst
case. If we have to perform several such computations, the time needed for the
incremental hash computation will quickly exceed that of a non-incremental
hash function. A compromise is to unify all changes to the vector into a sin-
gle sequence of components such that v′ = av′1, . . . , v
′
mb, where a, b are either
empty sequences or a = v1, . . . , vi is a preﬁx and b = vk, ..vn is a suﬃx of v.
Then,
h(v′)=h(v)− si+1(v) + sk(v) · |Σ|m +
m∑
j=1
v′j · |Σ|j+i mod q
=(h(v)− pi(v)) · |Σ|m + pi(v) +
m∑
j=1
v′j · |Σ|i+j mod q.
This means, for the general case we need to access min{i + m,n − i + m}
elements, which in the worst case equals the length of v′ i.e. m. We can
expect an improvement if m is small and i or n − i is small - i.e. if v′ diﬀers
from v only in a small sequence close to one side of the vector. In the next
section, we will see how to achieve o(n).
5 Hashing Structured State Vectors
A structured state vector u can be seen as the concatenation v1, . . . , vm of
subvectors vi = (vi,1, . . . , vi,ni) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Such a partitioning of v can
either be chosen freely or - more naturally - it originates from the underlying
state space that is explored. For example, the state of a computer program
consists of static components, such as the global variables, as well as dynamic
components, like the program stack and the pool of dynamically allocated
memory.
5.1 The Linear Method
Given an order on the subvectors, we can hash each subvector individually
and integrate the results to return the same global hash code as if we hashed
the global vector directly. A possible hash function on v = v1, . . . , vm would
be
h(v) =
m∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
vi,j · |Σ|Σi−1k=1nk+j mod q.
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The runtime needed to combine the subvectors into a global hash code
varies depending on the changes that were made by the state transition.
A program step - be it a single line of code or some atomic block - usually
changes values within a small subset of all allocated memory regions. Hence,
we can expect the average runtime to be close to the best case (one aﬀected
component) rather than to the worst case (all components are aﬀected). A
weakness of the linear method lies in the time complexity when a subvector is
inserted or removed into/from the global state vector. In analogy to Section
4.2, the worst case runtime is O(m), even for a single insertion or removal.
The method is still eﬀective, if instructions that (de-)allocate memory regions
are uncommon compared to instructions that merely change the contents of
memory cells.
5.2 Balanced Tree Method
By introducing an additional data structure, we can reduce the asymptotic
runtime to O(logm) in each case. For this purpose, we use a balanced e.g.
AVL [1] tree representation t with m inner nodes - one for each subvector vi,
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
We deﬁne the hash function h′ for node N in t as follows: If N is a leaf
then h′(N) = 0. Otherwise,
h′(N) = h′(Nl) + h(v(N)) · |Σ||Nl| + h′(Nr) · |Σ||Nl|+|v(N)| mod q.
Here |N | denotes the accumulated length of the vectors in a subtree with root
N , and v(N) stands for the subvector associated to N , while Nl, Nr denote
the left and right subtrees of N respectively. If R is the root of t, then h′(R)
gives the same hash value as h applied to the concatenation of all subvectors
in order. Figure 2 shows an example for a set of four vectors over Σ = {1, 2, 3}
and with q = 17. The nodes in the tree are annotated with their h′ values,
and are calculated as follows:
h(3, 1)= 3 · 3 + 1 · 3mod 17 = 18mod 17 = 1
h(1, 2)=h′(N1,1) = 1 · 3 + 2 · 9mod 17 = 21mod 17 = 4
h(2)=h′(N2,1) = 2 · 3 mod 17 = 6mod 17 = 6
h(2, 1, 2)= 2 · 3 + 1 · 9 + 2 · 27mod 17 = 69mod 17 = 1
h′(N1,2)=h(2) + h(2, 1, 2) · 3|(2)| mod 17 = 6 + 3mod 17 = 9
h′(R)= 13 + 9 · 3|(1,2,3,1)| mod 17 = 13 + 9 · 81mod 17 = 11
We obtain the same result (namely 11), for h(1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2) in the linear
method.
When the values in a subvector vi are changed, we must ﬁrst re-calculate
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N1,1 N1,2
N2,1
(2,1,2)(1,2)
R
(3,1)
h’=11
h’=4 h’=9
h’=6
(2)
Fig. 2. Example tree for calculating the hash code of a structured state vector
h(vi). Then the result must be propagated bottom-up to the root node. Be-
cause the depth of a balanced tree is bounded logarithmically in the number
of nodes m, we traverse at most O(logm) nodes until we reach the root node
of the tree. Furthermore, insertion and deletion of an element in/from a bal-
anced tree can be performed in O(logm) time by restoring the balanced tree
structure using rotations (either left or right). Updating the hash oﬀsets for
the two nodes on which a rotation is executed, is available in constant time.
We summarize the observations in the following result.
Theorem 5.1 Dynamic incremental hashing of a structured vector
v′ = (v′1, . . . , v
′
m) with respect to its predecessor v = (v1, . . . , vm) assuming
a modiﬁcation in component i (update within the component, insertion and
deletion of the component), i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} with I(vi, v′i) being the set of indices
that change in component i and I imax = max(v,v′) |I(vi, v′i)| is available in time
• O(|I(vi, v′i)|) for update, O(m+log ni) for insertion, and O(m) for deletion
using O(m+ maxmi=1 ni) extra space.
• O(1) for update, O(m + log ni) for insertion, and O(m) for deletion using
O(m+
∑m
i=1(ni|Σ|)I
i
max) extra space.
• O(|I(vi, v′i)| logm) for update, O(logm+log ni) for insertion, and O(m) for
deletion using O(m+ maxmi=1 ni) extra space.
• O(logm) for update and O(logm + log ni) for insertion and O(logm) for
deletion, using O(m+
∑m
i=1(ni|Σ|)I
i
max) extra space.
Proof: For the linear method (ﬁrst case) we have
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h(v)=
n1∑
j=1
vi,j · |Σ|j +
n2∑
j=1
v2,j · |Σ|n1+j + . . .+
nk∑
j=1
v2,m · |Σ|Σm−1k=1 nk+j mod q
=h(v1) + h(v2) · |Σ|n1 + . . .+ h(vm) · |Σ|Σm−1k=1 nk mod q,
so that we can reduce the update to the static setting and multiply
|Σ|Σi−1k=1nk mod q with the aﬀected component. To update these additionally
stored oﬀset, we maintain a list |Σ|nj mod q, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. For insertion,
|Σ|ni mod q has to be newly computed. Using fast exponentiation, this value
can be determined in time O(log ni). Both tables consume O(m) space in
total. Insertion and deletion of a vector component additionally require O(m)
restructuring operations within the vector in the worst case.
For the balanced tree method (third case), insertion and deletion are avail-
able in time O(logm), while the update requires O(|I(vi, v′i)| logm) time.
Once more, for inserting we additionally require O(log ni) time for comput-
ing |Σ|ni mod q from scratch. As a binary tree consumes space linear in the
number of leaves, the space requirements are bounded by O(m+
∑m
i=1 ni).
As in the static case, improving factor |I(vi, v′i)| to O(1) (second and forth
case) is available by precomputing
∑
j∈I(vi,v′i)(−vi,j|Σ|
j + v′i,j|Σ|j)mod q for all
possible transitions changing vi to v
′
i and i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
6 Experimental Results
We conducted experiments on incremental hashing of the stacks in StEAM.
The rest of the state is still hashed non-incrementally and the results are
combined to a global hash value. By hashing only the stack incrementally,
we emphasize the eﬀectiveness of our approach as we can expect an even
higher run time gain, if the all components are hashed with the incremental
approach. For each running thread the program stack is given as a byte vector
of 8 MByte, while only the used parts are stored in the state description. By
concatenating the stack of n running threads, we arrive at a vector size of
8 · 10242 · n, which has to be hashed. As new threads may be generated,
the vector can grow dynamically. We used a Linux system with a 1.8 GHz
CPU and a time limit of 30 minutes. Figure 3 compares the run times in
seconds until an error is found, with non-incremental and incremental hash
computation for the dining philosophers, optical telegraph and leader election
protocol. An entry o.t. implies, that the time limit was reached before an error
was found. The used algorithm are breadth-ﬁrst search (BFS) and greedy best-
ﬁrst (GBF). For GBF, we used the most-blocked heuristic [16] to accelerate
the search for deadlocks in the philosophers and the optical telegraph protocol.
For the leader election protocol, which contains an assertion violation, we use
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BFS GBF
n ¬inc inc ¬inc inc
2 1 0 0 0
3 14 1 0 0
4 257 25 0 0
5 o.t. o.t. 1 0
6 o.t. o.t. 1 0
7 o.t. o.t. 1 0
8 o.t. o.t. 2 0
9 o.t. o.t. 2 0
10 o.t. o.t. 3 0
16 o.t. o.t. 10 0
17 o.t. o.t. 13 1
18 o.t. o.t. 14 1
19 o.t. o.t. 17 1
20 o.t. o.t. 20 1
25 o.t. o.t. 37 3
30 o.t. o.t. 65 4
50 o.t. o.t. 279 19
100 o.t. o.t. o.t. 239
BFS GBF
n ¬inc inc ¬inc inc
2 o.t. o.t. 1 0
3 o.t. o.t 3 0
4 o.t. o.t. 6 0
5 o.t. o.t. 11 0
10 o.t. o.t. 79 6
11 o.t. o.t. 105 7
12 o.t. o.t. 135 9
13 o.t. o.t. 170 12
14 o.t. o.t. 214 15
15 o.t. o.t. 262 19
16 o.t. o.t. 316 23
17 o.t. o.t. 379 27
18 o.t. o.t. 448 32
19 o.t. o.t. 524 39
20 o.t. o.t. 612 46
25 o.t. o.t. 1,187 113
30 o.t. o.t. o.t. 257
40 o.t. o.t. o.t. o.t.
BFS GBF
n ¬inc inc ¬inc inc
2 6 0 0 0
3 263 33 1 1
4 o.t. o.t. 5 0
5 o.t. o.t. 11 1
6 o.t. o.t. 27 3
7 o.t. o.t. 55 4
8 o.t. o.t. 112 9
9 o.t. o.t. 232 17
10 o.t. o.t. 476 35
11 o.t. o.t. 936 69
12 o.t. o.t. o.t. 244
13 o.t. o.t. o.t. 668
14 o.t. o.t. o.t. o.t.
Fig. 3. Run times in seconds using non-incremental and incremental hashing for the dining philoso-
phers (left), for the optical telegraph (right), and for the leader election protocol (bottom).
the more appropriate ’read/write’ [16] heuristic. Note, that even for the non-
incremental computation, we only need to regard the portion of the stack,
which lies below the current stack pointer. All memory cells above the stack
pointer are treated as zero.
The results are encouraging, as we get a speedup by factor 10 and above
compared to non-incremental hashing and more errors can be found within
the time limit. In the near future we aim at the veriﬁcation of more complex
programs, that will not allow to store each state explicitly. This implies that
compacting hash schemes such as bitstate hashing are required. As stated
before, partial hashing is not appropriate to hash compaction due to the high
number of hash collisions.
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7 Related Work
Hashing can become a bottleneck of the exploration in particular when pat-
tern or abstraction databases are applied [4,5,20]. An exploration algorithm
for applying incremental hashing in IDA* with several abstraction databases
and bitstate hashing, together with its application to AI planning domains is
provided in [7]. Besides the application domain, the restriction with respect to
the current contribution is that all state descriptors are static, but we expect
incremental hashing with abstraction databases also to work with dynamically
changing state vectors.
Independent to our research, Musuvathi and Dill [19] present a related
hash method that addresses incremental heap canonicalization (HC) in ex-
plicit state model checking. HC serves the purpose of obtaining a canonical
representation (CR) for the heap of allocated memory regions, such that states
which diﬀer only in the addresses of the heap objects are detected as dupli-
cates. Iosif previously proposed an algorithm for HC, which concatenates the
heap objects according to their depth-ﬁrst order in the heap.
The authors indicate two shortcomings of Iosif’s algorithm: ﬁrst, for each
new state, the HC requires a full traversal of the heap, yielding a runtime
linear in the number of heap objects. Second, according to the authors, small
changes in the heap lead to major changes in the CR - i.e. the positions of
many heap objects change. This can lead to a signiﬁcant loss of speed in the
exploration, if incremental hashing is used. In the paper, incremental hashing
is described as maintaining hash separate values for each heap object, which
is combined to a global hash value for the entire heap. After a state transition
is executed, the hash value is re-calculated only for those objects that were
either changed by the transition, or whose position in the CR have changed.
Since most transitions only change a small fraction of all heap objects, a heap
HC which maintains the portions of most objects in the CR is advantageous.
Incremental HC solves the two shortcomings of Iosif’s algorithm. First,
the position for an object o in the CR is determined through the breadth-
ﬁrst access chain in the heap graph and the length of o. The breadth-ﬁrst
access chain is deﬁned as the list of oﬀset labels on the path edges. The
authors devise a recursive relocation function, which computes an object’s
position in the CR according to its BFS access chain and length. It is shown
that the function always relocates objects with the same access chain and
length to the same position in the CR. The second theorem postulates, that
the relocation function creates the same CR for two equivalent heaps. The
approach is implemented in the tools CMC and Zing. Experimental results
for three example programs indicate a signiﬁcant speedup of the exploration.
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With respect to our approach, the paper leaves some open problems un-
resolved. A good hash function should hash the entire state to minimize
collisions. This is only true, if hash collisions lead to unexplored paths in
the search tree (if compacting hash schemes are used), or if the resolution of
hash collisions takes longer than the hashing itself. In fact, when states are
explicitly stored in the hash table, the exploration can be faster if the state is
only partially hashed.
Generally, for a state transition its is not only likely that a small subset of
all heap objects are changed, but also that there are only small changes within
those objects. The hash function provided requires that the partial hash value
of an object is fully recomputed, if it’s contents have changed. Incremental
hashing not used here, although the hash function would support it.
The proposed incremental hashing also requires the recomputation of a
partial hash value, if only the object’s position in the CR has changed. With
our proposal for an appropriate hash function this can be done in constant
time.
The authors state that the number of access chains (and hence the struc-
ture of the the heap) stabilizes once a program’s data structures have been
initialized. This would also imply, that after certain search level, the CR of the
heap will not change anymore. The approach is likely to encounter problems
to work on programs, that constantly change their set of allocated memory
regions.
8 Conclusion
We analyzed the eﬀort that is spent on developing eﬃcient methods for the
hashing of states, since in many domains of explicit state model checking -
such as present in unabstracted software veriﬁcation - the state description
can grow very large and turn the hash function into the bottleneck of the
exploration.
We proposed incremental hashing on growing/shrinking and structured
state vectors and discussed the essential properties that are needed to build
up a formal description of our method. It targets those domains, which ex-
hibit a large state vector representation while a transition only changes small
fractions of the whole state. We also took into account, how properties of data
structures - such as stacks or queues - can be exploited for an eﬃcient incre-
mental computation of the hash function. For distributed states we found the
worst-case time of insertion and deletion of subvectors to scale linear with the
number of subcomponents m. Using balanced binary trees, we proposed an
alternative method with a runtime logarithmic in m. We performed some ﬁrst
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experiments and observed a signiﬁcant speed-up compared to non-incremental
hashing.
In the current implementation, we only hash the stack contents incremen-
tally. We choose the stacks, because they constitute the portion of the state
description which yields the greatest expected run time improvement when
hashed incrementally: ﬁrst, the number of stacks grows with the number of
running processes (in contrast to the data-/bss-sections and the pools. Fur-
thermore, for technical reasons ICVM keeps the machine registers on the stack.
Hence, by hashing the stack we also hash the machine registers. Also, since
the test programs make little use of dynamically allocated memory, here the
stacks constitute the largest part of the state description.
For the future we plan to implement a complete incremental hashing
scheme for all components of the state description to achieve an even higher
runtime gain. The complete incremental hash computation will then be used
in combination with bitstate hashing to check more complex programs with
StEAM. Also, we will spend some consideration on whether and how incre-
mental hashing can be combined with state reconstruction.
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